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O What we do:






























Ripple Effect™ methodology is ideal for brands wanting to measure the afterlife 
and overall reach of a campaign. Use this tool to find out which influentials keep 
your influence flowing.
Our Ripple Effect methodology shows brands which influentials have the power 
to spread their content beyond a small audience. This knowledge helps brands 

















Narrative Network® mapping enables businesses of any size to identify the accuracy and 
impact of their brand story on the marketplace.
Waggener Edstrom Worldwide’s Narrative Network paints a word picture of a brand’s 
storytelling landscape. This unique text mining and media mapping software tracks key 

















The Oil Drum  4.50  12.83  20.00  12.00  49.33 
Green Inc. (NYT)  5.33  11.20  15.00  12.00  43.53 
CNET Green Tech  3.33  8.40  23.75  8.00  43.48 
R Squared Energy Blog  2.40  8.40  20.00  12.00  42.80 
Green Tech Media  4.80  10.50  15.00  8.00  38.30 














By ranking a combination of traditional, online and social media outlets using 33 metrics in 
four key attribute areas, brands can compare the relative impact of individuals, outlets, 
media types or attribute areas.
Influence Ranking™ helps businesses learn which media and individuals exert the 












-We don’t have to reinvent the wheel
-The tools (products) allow us to focus on the analysis and results 
rather than the process
-Standardized results & format connect the dots between projects

























































How it can 
work for 
you
What services do you offer? Let’s discuss how they can be 
productized!















Please feel free to contact us at any time:
Jessica Hastings
jhastings@waggeneredstrom.com
503.443.7366
Shannon Lawler
slawler@waggeneredstrom.com
503.443.7920
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